Schedule Plan Decision Flowchart
START
HERE

I already know that I
want my child in the
school building.

NO

Your situation may
be unique. Please
contact the principal
to explore solutions.

NO

Please read the
health safety
procedures that are
later in this guide.

YES

Have you read the
health safety
procedures HLSD
has put into effect?

YES
I'm still unsure about
my child being in the
building. Is there an
Online Plan?

If a building is in the
Virtual Plan then all
students in that
building are Virtual,
except those already
in the Jefferson
County or Apex
curricula.

Yes. Is it important to
you that your child
learns from a
Hamilton teacher?

The Online Plan has
a few limitations.
See the Online Plan
in this guide.

YES

NO

A Hamilton teacher
could teach the class
only if enough students
at a particular grade
level are signed up for
the Online Plan. There's
no guarantee of that.

I really want to be
certain that my child
learns from a
Hamilton teacher.
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There are two in-person plans, depending on if the
buildings can open fully or at half-capacity. You
don't choose either plan. The district decides
based on state and local guidance. Both are
explained in this guide.

I'm not sure if I want
my child in the
building. Help me
decide.

Is the reason you're
unsure related to
concerns about
COVID-19?

ry
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D

What if the district
needs to close the
buildings sometime
during the year?

Virtual

USE THIS PAGE TO GUIDE YOUR
DECISION WHEN CONSIDERING
THE ONLINE OPTION

The Virtual Plan
would be used if the
buildings need to
close. The district
decides to use the
Virtual Plan based on
health and safety as
well as state and local
guidance. The Virtual
Plan is explained in
this guide.

What if the district
needs to close the
buildings sometime
during the year?

There are two in-person plans, depending on if the
buildings can open fully or at half-capacity. You
don't choose either plan. The district decides
based on state and local guidance. Both are
explained in this guide.
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